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ABSTRACT 
The extended generalized Pascal matrix can be represented in two different ways: 
as a lower triangular matrix d~n[x, y] or as a symmetric ~.[x, y]. These matrices 
generalize Pn[X], Qn[X], and Rn[X], which are defined by Zhang and by Call and 
Velleman. A product formula for dp.[ x, y] has been found which generalizes the 
result of Call and Velleman. It is shown that not only can ¢.[x, y] be factorized by 
special summation, but also ~[x ,  y] as pn[xy]~T[y, 1/x] or ¢n[x, y]pT[y/x]. 
Finally, the inverse of ~.[x, y] and the values of detdPn[x, y], detqb~-l[x, y], 
det ~[x ,  y], and det ~- l [x ,  y] are given. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
Let x, y be any two nonzero real numbers. The extended generalized 
Pascal matrix Cn[x, y] is defined as 
dp.( x, y; i, j) = xi-Jyi+J(j ), i , j  =0,1  . . . . .  n, 
with 
o 
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By this definition, then 
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CI~n[ X, 1 ] =Pn[x] ,  
CI~n[1, Y ] =Qn[Y] ,  
where Pn[X] and Q,[y] are defined in [1, 2], respectively. 
THEOREM 1. For any four real numbers xl, Yl, x2, Y2, we have 
1 (I)n[Xl, Yl]CI)n[X2 , Y2] = (I)n "}- X2N1, NlY2 " 
eroof. Let cD,[Xl, yl]rb,[x~, Y2] = (C,(xl, Yl, x2, Y2; i,j)). Then 
i -k i+k[ i 
,-k ,+k k-j k+j[ i][ i - - J ]  
= xl yl  j) k-j 
k=0 ! 
= (j)(YlY~)'+J ~ ( i - J ) (  k - j  -~ 
i -k 
C,( xl, Yl, x2, Y2; i, j) = 
This completes the proof. 
(x~yl) k-j 
If we take Yi = Y2 = 1 in Theorem 1, then we can get the following 
results of G. S. Call and D. J. Velleman [2]: 
COROLLARY. en[Jclen[ y] = en[:r, q- y]. 
Now we list several definitions and results found in [1, 2] which will be 
required in the development of this paper. 
GENERALIZED PASCAL MATRIX 
The (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrices I n, Sn[x], and Dn[x] are defined by 
I n = diag (1, 1 . . . . .  1), 
; ' - J  if j ~<i, 
Sn(X;i , j)  = if j> i ,  
Dn(x;i , i  ) = 1 for i=0 ,1  . . . . .  n, 
Dn(x ; i+ l , i )  = -x  for i=0 ,1  . . . . .  n - l ,  
Dn(x ; i , j )=O for j> io r j< i -1 ,  
and we also define the matrices 
[1o  1 F~[x] = o e~[xl ~ a~÷~×~+~'  k >I 0, 
Cn[X] : Sjx], 
Sn[x] : On l [x ] .  
0 1 R(n+l)X(n+l)' 
Sk[ X] 
k=1,2  . . . . .  n - l ,  
Again, we need the (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrices Wn[X, y], U.[x, y], J.[y]: 
if j<~i, 
if j> i ,  
i =0 ,1  . . . .  ,n,  
for i=0 ,1  . . . . .  n -  1, 
j> i  or j< i -1 ,  
i 1 1 . i~  
y2, y4, y6 . . . . .  ( -1 )  72) .  
W.( x, y; i, j )  = ~1 r'-jyi+j 
Un( X, y; i, i ) = y--2i for 
X 
Un(x,y ; i+ l , i )  = y2i-1 
U.( x, y; i, j )  = 0 for 
Jn[ Y] = diag(1, 
\ 
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It is easy to see that 
THEOREM 2. 
Cn[--X, y] =¢.[X,--y],  
On~IX~l:O.[ ~ ~]:On[X ~] 
w:l[x, y] = Un[x, y]. 
EXAMPLE. 
°~ix ~o~[ x ~] 
:o~,x ~1o~[~ 1]
{1 o o!1 xy y2 0 
= x2y2 2xy3 y4 
x3y3 3x2y4 3xy5 y6 
1 0 0 0 
x 1 
Y 7 0 0 
X 2 x 1 
7 2-j~ y~ o 
x 3 x 2 x 1 
y3 3 7 3y5 y----~ 
= I3 ,  
w3[x, y]U3[x, y] 
1 o o !1 xy y2 0 
x2y2 xy3 y4 























= 13 . 
GENERALIZED PASCAL MATRIX 
LEMMA 1. 
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Wk[X, y]ek-1  = ~k[x,  y] for k >~ 1. 
Proof. Let Wk[x, y]ffk_l[x/y] = (Ck(x, y; i,j)). Obviously, Ck(x, y; 
i,O) = xiy i (i = 0,1 . . . . .  n) and Ck(x, y; i , j )  = 0 (i <j) .  When i > j  we 
have 
Ck(x, y; i , j )  = ~_~ ?£i-hyi+h h - 1 x 
h=O j 1 
h-j 
: x~(h  1) 
h=0 J 1 x-h+h-jyh-h 
:x ~+~(~ ) 
This completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE. 
+j 
~x ~,~[~] = 
1 o o !) 
xy y2 0 
x2yZ xy3 y4 
x3y3 x2y4 xy5 y6 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
x 
0 -- 1 0 
Y 
2¢ 2 X 
0 - -  2-- 1 y2 y 
1 0 0 
xy y2 0 
x2y2 2xy3 y4 





By Lemma 1 and the definition of Gk[x], we get the following result: 
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THEOREM 3. The extended generalized Pascal matrix ebb[x, y] can be 
factorized by the summations Gk[x/y] and W.[ x, y]: 
~n[X, Y] ~ Wn[ x, y]Gn-l[y]Cn-2[y] ''' Gl[y ] • 
EXAMPLE. 
(I)3[ X, y ] 
1 0 0 0 
xy y2 0 0 
x2y2 2xy3 y4 0 
x3y3 3x2y4 3xy5 y6 
1 0 0 0 I 
xy y2 0 0 
J xZy2 xy3 y4 0 x3y3 x2y4 xy5 y6 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
2C 
0 - -  1 0 
Y 
X 2 X 
0 - -  - -  1 y~ y 
lOO / 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 . 
0 0 - 
Y 
For the inverse of the extended generalized Pascal matrix ~.[x, y], by 
applying Theorem 2 and 3, we get 
THEOREM 4. 
 alx yl on[  on[x 
X 
Fl[y]F2[y] "*" Fn_l[y]Un[x , y], 
where 
o Ok[x] ' 
k=1,2  . . . . .  n- l ,  
and F.[xl = G~l[x] = D.[x]. 
GENERALIZED PASCAL MATRIX 
In particular 
a,~-l[x, y] = jn[y]~,~[x,  y ] / , [  y].  
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We define the extended generalized symmetric Pascal matrix ~n[ X, y] as 
~.( x, y; i, j) = xi-Jyi+j( i ~. J ). 
THEOREM 5. One has 
FI[~]F~[~]... Fn-l[~l~ntx, Yl~'ntx, YI= P"[~l' 
x x . . .  x 1 y] = a,•[y, x],  
7C' 
and the Cholesky factorization [4] of ~.[x, y] is given by 
~.[ x, y ] = Q.[ xy ]dpT [y, 1] 
Proof. Let Qn[xy]~r[y, l/x] = (Cn(x, y; i,j)). Then 
i j xi-J i+j >~j, 
k=O 
i j x~-j. ~+j C.(x y;i,j) ~ k k y , i <j, 
k=0 
+ 
(~)(~) = ~ (~) ( j J k )= (i j j), 
k=0 k=0 
(~)( J )  = ~ ( ik ) ( J )=  ( /+ J  
/,=o k=o i -  j )' 
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(Vandermonde identities). Thus, we have 
Similarly 
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EXAMPLE. 
• 3[x,y] = 
y yZ y3 
1 
X X. 2 X 3 
3 y4 
xy 2Y~ 3 Y-x 47  
x2y 2 3xy 3 6y 4 10 y~ 
X 
x3y 3 4x2y 4 lOxy 5 20y 6 
{lO o !) 
xy x2y 2 0 
= x2y2 2xay 3 x4y 4 
x3y 3 3x4y 4 3xSy 5 x~y 6 
1 0 0 
xy y2 0 
x2y2 2xy3 y4 








1 Y yZ y3 
x -J -J 
1 2!  y2 
0 --~ x3 3x---- 7
1 3y  
0 0 --~ xS 
1 
0 0 0 
X 6 
y y2 y3 
X X 2 X 3 
y2 
1 2Yx 3--~ 
o 1 3 y- 
X 
0 0 1 
GENERALIZED PASCAL MATRIX 
By using Theorems 2 and 5, we have 
THEOREM 6. 
= (I~nT[y,-x]Q n - . 
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Applying Theorem 4 and 5, we get 
THEOREM 7. 
, - l [  X, y ]= Jn[l] P~ [ y ]jn[xlJ~[yldp~[ x ,y  ]Jn[ y] 
1 i] [I] r y]. 
For the previous two kinds of extended generalized Pascal matrices, we 
also can get 
THEOREM 8. 
det ~n[ X, y] = yn(n+l), 
det ~-1[  x, y] = y-n(,+1) 
det ~, [x ,  y] = yn(n+l), 
det ~- l [x ,  y] = y-n(n+l) 
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